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BELL SYSTEM PRACTICES 
Plant Series 

SlCTIQN 179 .. 206-301 
Issue i, July, 1952 
AT&TCo Standard 

16~ OR 20QO.;CYCLE SINGLE FREQUENCY SIGNALING SYSTEM 

SUPPLY CIRCUIT SD-56239-01 

. TR()UBLE CLEARING PROCEDURES 

1. GENERAL 

1.01 This section 1escribes a method of 
clearing troubles which may be 

encountered in the 1600 or 2000 cycle 
supply circuits for small· installations 
SD- 5623 9-01 (J68602CK). · - . 

1.02 Indication of trouble will be ob-
tained, either from the alarm pro

vided by the supply circuit itself, or 
else by trouble reports on the signaling 
circuits connected to the supply circuit. 

1.03 Trouble clearing procedures are 
given for: 

(A) Trouble Causing an Alarm 

(B) Trouble without Alarm 

2. METHOD 

(A) Trouble Causing an Alarm 

2.01 When an alarm sounds, and the ALM 
(red) lamp on the supply equipment 

lights, attempt firs~ to restore service 
to the load normal!y supplied by the de
fective supply circuit, as outlined in 2.02. 
Then foll::>w the trouble tracing and clearing 
procedure of 2.03 and 2.04. 

2.02 If another oscillator of the same 
frequency is available (which iB the 

case for small installations of 3 or 4 
signaling circuits}, restore the servic~ 
by patching the OSC.TST jack. of. the sec
ond oscillator to the LOAD jack of the 
defective oscillator. 

2.03 Measure the output power of the 
defective oscillator per Section 

179-206-501 covering testing of the 
supply circuit. Proceed as in 2.o4 and 
2.06 if no output is present. Otherwise 
proceed as in 2.05 and 2.06. 

2.04 The following troubles may cause 
the circuit to have no output. 

Follow the accompanying procedure for 
locating and clearing the trouble. 

(l) Blown Fuses: Inspect the 
fuses associated with the 

circuit' and, if any ~re found blown, 
clear the cause and replace the blown 
fuse. 

(2) Defective Vacuum Tube: Remove 
the tube and replace it with 

one known to be ·good. If no output 
is obtained after the replacement 
tube w;,rms up, remove it and reinsert 
the original tube in its socket. 

(3) Defective Wiring or Apparatus: 

Measure the d.c. voltage between 
the vacuum tube socket terminals and 
ground, using an K9B meter or equiv
alent. Approximate values are as 
follows. 

24 Volt Supply 48 Volt Supply 

~ M9B Scale !2_& Volts M2B Scale D.C Volt 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

JOV -22 150\r -46 

JOV -24 3CV -24 

l5V -4 15V -4 

150V +119 150V +119 

150V +96 150V +96 

After making the voltage measuremen~ 
remove power from the oscillator and 
make the resistance measurements 
necessary to che.ck the remaining ap
paratus not involved in the voltage 
tests. Inspect wiring for shorts or 
opens. 

2.05 The following troubles may cause an 
alarm, with the oscillator still 

delivering output, possibly even within 
limits: 

(1} Blown Fuse: Inspect the fuse 
assoc~ated with the alarm features 

and, if found blown, clear the cause 
and replace the fuse. 

(2} Defective Vacuum Tube: Remove 
the tube and replace with one 

known to be good. If, after the re
placement tube warms up the alarm is 
not silenced and the ALM lamp is not 
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extinguished, remove the replacement 
tube and reinsert the original tube 
in its socke~ ., 

(3} Defective Wirin£ or A)paratus: 
Proceed as in 2:04 tJ ! • · '':'~ , 

2.06 When the trouble has been cleared 
and the output is wit~n ·limits, 

the alarm is silenced and the ALM lamp 
is extinguished. Incase a patch was 
made to another oscillator remove the 
patch, first from the LOAD jack, and then 
from t)le OSC 'l'S;~ jack of the second os
cillator, thus restoring normal service. 

(B) Trouble without Alarm 

2.07 In this c a:se t·J;"Ouble reports received 
on signaling circuits connected to 

a supply circuit indicate that the latter 
may be in trouble. 

2.o8 Measure the output of the defective 
oscillator per Section 179-206-501 

covering testing of the supply circuit. 
Proceed as in 2.09 if the measured output 
is within limits. Otherwise proceed as in 
2.10 and 2.11. 

2.09 If the output is within limits, de-
termine if there is an open between 

the output of the oscillator and the tone 
supply resistances. 

2.10 If the output is outside limits, 
insert a No. J27A plug in the LOAD 

jack associated with the oscillator, ob
serving the effect on the output. If 
the output is brought back within limits, 
there may be a short or a ground in the 
wiring between the LOAD jack and the 
tone supply resistances. Locate and 
clear the trouble. Check that the trouble 
is actually cleared by removing the plug 
from the LOAD jack and observing that the 
output remains unchanged and within limits. 
The circuit is now back in service. 

2.11 If, after the insertion of the 
plug in the LOAD jack the output 
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remains outside limits, attempt to restore 
the service as outlined in 2.02. The f'ol
lowj.ng ~:ro"lbl.~.s ~~. reJiult "in the os
cillator not·meet~ng the output require
ments. Follow the accompanying proced
ure for l~~ating and clearing the trouble. 

(1) In~frect overatin~ Voltages 
Appl ed to acuum ubes: 

Measure the d.c. voltages as in 
2.04 (3). 

(2) Vacuum Tube with Poor Activity: 

Replace the vacuum tube with one 
known to be. good. If the output is 
still outside limits after the re
placement tube warms up, remove the 
latter and reinsert the original tube. 

(3) Tuning Circuit Trouble: Troubles 
affeCting retard coil A, Varistor 

A, the tUning condensers Fl to F9, or 
associated strapping will affect not 
only the frequency but the amplitude 
of the output. Check the frequency, 
and readjust if necessary, per Section 
179-206-501. When using the beat 
:frequency method, a small difference 
of frequency will be heard as "beats" 
while a large difference will cause 
two different tones to be heard. For 
purpose of clearing trouble, small 
differences heard as beats, or small 
deviations from the required frequency 
reading may be disregarded. However, 
before the oscillator is returned to 
service make sure that the requirements 
of Section l79-206-50lare met. 

2.12 If a patch has been made to another 
supply, restore to normal operation 

removing the' patch first from the LOAD 
jack of the oscillator and then fro~ the 
OSC TST jack of the second oscillator. 
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